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  INTRODUCTION
There has been over the last ten or fteen years a growing body of research
in generative and computational linguistics that depends to a great extent on
reasoning formally about trees  For example there are a number of grammatical
formalisms that have been proposed that manipulate logical descriptions of the
trees representing the syntactic structure of strings rather than strings or the trees
themselves Marcus et al  	 Henderson 
	 VijayShanker   Parsing
in these formalisms is a process of constructing a formula that characterizes the
trees that yield a given input  Recognition is the question of whether that formula
is satisable  These formalisms then presuppose a means of manipulating these
 
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formulae and determining their satisability  In other works a logical language is
used to formalize the grammatical framework itself Johnson 	 Stabler Jr 
	 Blackburn et al    The intent here is to translate a given grammar G
into a formula  
G
such that the set of trees generated by the grammar is exactly
the set of trees that satisfy  
G
  Parsing then is just identifying the set of models
of  
G
that yield a given string  Recognition can be understood as the problem
of determining if a formula asserting that the yield of a tree is a given string
is consistent with  
G
  Such an approach can provide the foundation for a formal
approach to issues about the grammar formalism itself  Thus formalizations of this
sort have formed the basis of arguments about the consistency and independence
of various sets of principles Stabler Jr   of accounts of certain linguistic
phenomena Cornell  and of results relating to the fundamental properties
of linguistic structures Kayne 	 Kracht   The readers of this volume
will likely be familiar with many other examples as well 
The goal of the work reported here is to provide a key portion of the foundation
of such argumentsa set of rstorder axioms from which all of the rstorder
properties of nite trees can be derived 
There have been two dominant approaches to the formalization of trees  One of
these an algebraic approach has grown primarily from studies in the semantics of
programming languages and program schemes Courcelle   In this approach
trees interpret terms in the algebra generated by some nite set of function sym
bols  The term fx y for instance is interpreted as a tree in which the root is
labeled f and has the subtrees x and y as children  Maher  has provid
ed an axiomatization for the equational theory of these trees  For our purposes
the characteristics of this theory which are most signicant are its domainin it
one reasons about i e  variables range over entire trees as opposed to individual
nodes in those treesand the fact that equality in the theory is extensional in the
sense that fx y  fga ga implies that x  y 
In contrast the second approach is concerned with the internal structure of
trees  Formal treatments of trees of this sort are ultimately founded in the theory of
multiple successor functions a generalization of the theory of the natural numbers
with successor and lessthan  The domain of this theory is the individual nodes in
the treeone reasons about the relationships between these nodes  Here it is a
theorem that the left successor of a node is not equal to the right successor of that
node regardless of how the nodes are labeled  The structure of multiple successor
functions is an innite tree in which all nodes have the same possibly innite
degree  Its language includes symbols for each successor function a symbol for less
than and one for lexicographic order the total order imposed by lessthan and
the ordering of the successor functions  Rabin  has shown that SnS the
monadic secondorder theory of this structure is decidable  An axiomatization of
the weak monadic secondorder fragment has been provided by Siefkes   The
settheoretic component of this axiomatization is crucial to its completeness 
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In applications to linguistics trees typically represent the relationships between
the components of sentences  Here it is the second approach that is appropriate 
One wants to distinguish for instance between identical noun phrases occurring
at dierent positions in a sentence  These applications are concerned with nite
trees with variable branching  The relations of interest are based on the relation of
a node to its immediate successors parent or immediate domination the relation
of a node to the nodes it is lessthan i e  nodes in the subtree rooted at that node
domination and the lefttoright ordering of the branches in the tree prece
dence or leftof  Here as in SnS it is often useful as in Marcus et al  
Henderson 
 Cornell  VijayShanker  and Rogers and Vijay
Shanker  for example to be able to reason about domination independently
of parent  Unlike SnS though it is also often useful to reason about the parent
relation independently of leftof 
We will focus on two classes of nite trees  In the rst of these the number of
children of any node is bounded by a constant  The existence of such a bound
is typical of the trees derived in a number of grammar formalisms including
ContextFree and TreeAdjoining grammars and is a principle of some linguis
tic theories Kayne   We refer to this as the class of nite trees with bounded
branching  In the second class nodes may have any nite number of children  Such
trees arise in certain accounts of coordination and when grammar formalisms allow
the use of regular expressions in rewriting rules as in Generalized Phrase Struc
ture Grammar Gazdar et al    We say such trees are nitely branching 
The class of such trees of course includes the trees with bounded branching and
we refer to this larger class simply as the class of nite trees  In this paper we
provide rstorder axiomatizations of the theories of these two classes of trees in a
signature including the parent domination and leftof relations  This signature is
comparable to those that have been employed in most of the linguistic works on
the formal properties of trees  Thus the language of these theories is tailored to
the range of applications that are our primary interest  Further as they are purely
rstorder axiomatizations they provide a basis for reasoning about the elemen
tary properties of trees without appealing as in the Siefkes axiomatization to the
higherorder fragment of their theory 
Typically in the literature formal results about the properties of trees are based
on partial enumerations of their fundamental properties that is on partial sets of
axioms for trees see for example Partee et al  
  Such properties include the
fact that domination is a discrete partial order with a minimum element the root
the fact that leftof is a discrete linear order on the set of children of each node
and the fact that precedence is inherited in the sense that the nodes preceding a
given node also precede all its descendants  In Section  we give a set of axioms A
that capture these fundamental properties  We show however that these axioms
do not dene exactly the set of nite trees and in fact that no set of rstorder
axioms can do so  For this reason we focus not on axiomatizing nite trees as a
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class of mathematical structures but rather on axiomatizing the theory of that
class of structuresthe set of properties that are true in all nite trees 
The key properties that A misses are the facts that induction on the depth of a
node and on the number of siblings preceding a node are valid on these structures
and that every branch and every set of siblings is nite  These properties are
straightforward to express in monadic secondorder logic  Our approach which was
originally employed by Doets  is to translate the secondorder axioms for
these properties into rstorder schemas  In this way in Section   we develop a
schema FinD capturing the property of having nite depth and a schema FinB
capturing the property of nite branching  The rst of these when coupled with
an axiom bounding the number of children of any node with a constant n which
we refer to as BBn suces to extend A to a set of axioms A
BBn
that capture the
rstorder theory of nite trees with bounded branching  When we extend A with
both FinD and FinB we get a set of axioms A
Fin
which capture the rstorder
theory of nite trees  To establish these claims of course we must show that this
translation of the secondorder axioms into rstorder schema does not aect their
rstorder consequences  The proofs of these facts are given in Sections  and   In
Section  we lay out the essential techniques and operations on models on which
the proofs are built	 Section  contains the proofs themselves  The paper closes
with some observations about the expressive power of these theories 
Our results show that the basic properties of trees as usually given are not
sucient in themselves to derive all rstorder properties of trees  On the other
hand arguments about the structure of trees are rarely limited to deductions from
these properties  In fact inductions of the sort we capture in our schemas are
nearly characteristic of such arguments  It is generally assumed that such methods
do suce  Our work in eect shows that this is indeed the case 
 LANGUAGE AXIOMS AND MODELS
The language is an ordinary rstorder language with neither constants nor func
tion symbols  It includes the two place relation symbols  
 
  which represent
parent domination and leftof respectively  It should be noted that this is a nite
relational language with no function symbols  A number of key results established
in Section  are based on just these properties 
Throughout this paper we use inx notation writing for example x 
 
y rather
than 
 
x y  We use the symbol 

as an abbreviation for proper domination i e 
domination by a path of length greater than zero  The expression x 

y should
be taken to be equivalent to x 
 
y  x  y
   Basic Axioms
We begin with a set of axioms that with a couple of notable exceptions capture all
of the properties of trees encountered in the linguistic literature as in for instance
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the denition of a tree given by Partee et al  
  As we will see these axioms
are satised by a variety of structures other than trees which accounts for the
properties they fail to capture  Those properties are not rstorder denable and
we will not be able to eliminate the nonstandard models of our axioms  We can
however extend them in such a way that they imply exactly the rstorder theory
of nite trees  We do this in Section   after we have xed our notion of trees
and considered the structure of the nonstandard models 
A  xyx 
 
y
A x yx 
 
y  y 
 
x x  y
A x y zx 
 
y  y 
 
z x 
 
z
A x yx  y  x 

y  zx 
 
z  z 
 
y z  x  z  y
A x zz 

x yy  x
A x zx 

z  yx  y  y 
 
z
A x yx   y  	x 
 
y  	y 
 
x  y   x
A w x y zx  y  x 
 
w  y 
 
z w   z
A x y zx  y  y   z x   z
A 	 xyx  y yx  y  zx  z  z   y
A   xyx   y yx   y  zx   z  z   y
A  xyy   x yy   x  zz   x y   z 
We will denote this set of axioms by A 
A  asserts that every tree has a root  A and A require domination to be
antisymmetric and transitive  A states that a node properly dominates its child
and that there is no other node in the domination path between them  A and
A together with A assert that domination is a discrete partial order  A states
that a node that is not a root has a parent an immediate predecessor and A
states that every node that properly dominates another has a child an immediate
successor on the path to that node  A asserts that any two nodes are related by
either domination or leftof but no nodes are related by both  It also requires left
of to be irreexive and consequently implies reexivity of domination  A relates
leftof and domination  It requires that a leftof relation between any pair of nodes
is inherited by all nodes in the subtrees dominated by those nodes  A states that
leftof is transitive  A 	 states that any node with children has a leftmost child 
That the set of children of any node are linearly ordered by leftof is a consequence
of A  A   and A  together require that this linear order is discrete 
Linear branching the fact that each node is at the end of a unique path from
root is an example of a commonly encountered property that is not explicit in
these axioms but that is implied by them  Suppose x and y both lie on a path to
z  Then x 
 
z and y 
 
z  By A either x 
 
y or y 
 
x or x   y or y   x  But
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x   y implies z   y which implies 	y 
 
z by A and A  Similarly for y   x 
Thus we have either x 
 
y or y 
 
x that is both x and y must lie on the same
path 
   Models
Models are ordinary rstorder structures interpreting the predicate constants i e 
a tuple A 
D
jAj  I
A
D
A
P
A
E
 where

 jAj is a nonempty universe

 I
A
 D
A
 and P
A
are binary relations over jAj interpreting  
 
 and  
respectively 
When the context makes it clear we will simply use I Immediate domination
D Domination and P Precedence rather than I
A
 D
A
 and P
A
  As our aim
is to axiomatize trees if A is a model and a  jAj then we say a is a node in A 
Likewise if ha bi  I
A
we say a is the parent of b and b is a child of a  If ha bi  D
A
then we say a dominates b and b is dominated by a  If ha bi  P
A
we say that a
is leftof b  If in addition there exists a c  jAj such that hc ai  hc bi  I
A
then
we say a and b are siblings with a a leftsibling of b and b a rightsibling of a  It
follows from A  and A that any model A that satises A will have an unique
node dominating every other node  Such a node will be called the root of A and
will be designated by rA  Given two nodes that are related by domination we
will refer to the set of nodes falling between them with respect to domination
as the path between them  Any maximal set of nodes that is linearly ordered by
proper domination is a branch  In nite trees the branches are just the paths
from the root to the leaves of the treeits maximal nodes wrt domination  Finally
the branching factor of a node is the cardinality of the set of its children 
    Intended Models
We x our notion of trees by adopting a standard denition based on treedomains 
A treedomain may be thought of as a set of addresses of nodes in a tree  In this
address scheme the root has address  and if a node has address u then its
children in left to right order will have addresses u
 u    
DEFINITION   A tree domain is a nonempty set T  N
 
 N is the set of natural
numbers satisfying for all u v  N
 
and i j  N the conditions
TD  uv  T  u  T  TD ui  T j  i uj  T  
Every tree domain has a natural interpretation as one of our structures and it
is easy to show that this interpretation satises A 
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DEFINITION   The natural interpretation of a tree domain T is the structure
T
 

D
T I
T
 
D
T
 
P
T
 
E
 where
I
T
 
 fhu uii  T  T j u  N
 
 i  Ng 
D
T
 
 fhu uvi  T  T j u v  N
 
g 
P
T
 
 fhuiv ujwi  T  T j u v w  N
 
 i  j  Ng 
LEMMA   If T is a tree domain then T
 
j A 
Given the natural interpretation of a tree domain T
 
it is easy to see that for
all a  T the set of nodes dominating a is nite as is the set of leftsiblings of a 
That is for any a  T  the sets
abovea 
n
b j hb ai  D
T
 
o

leftsiblinga 
n
b j hb ai  P
T
 
and hc ai  hc bi  I
T
 
for some c  T
o
are nite  The following proposition establishes that this is a sucient condition
for a structure to be isomorphic to the natural interpretation of a tree domain 
THEOREM   Suppose A 
D
jAj  I
A
D
A
P
A
E
is a model of A such that for all
a  jAj abovea and leftsiblinga are nite  Then there is some tree domain T
such that T
 
is isomorphic to A 
Proof  Let l
A
 jAj  N
 
be dened
l
A
x 
 




 if hy xi  I
A
for all y  jAj
l
A
y  i if hy xi  I
A
and
i  card
n
y j hy xi  P
A
and hz yi  hz xi  I
A
for some z
o

Let lA be the range of l
A
  It is easy to show that l
A
is total and welldened and
that lA is a tree domain i e  that lA is a nonempty subset of N
 
that satises
conditions TD  and TD  It follows then from the denitions of l
A
and lA
 
that A is isomorphic to lA
 
 
Our intended models are isomorphic to the natural interpretations of tree
domains  This gives us of course a class that includes both trees in which some
branches may be innite and those in which some nodes may have innitely many
children  We get the class of nite trees by requiring every branch to be nite and
by restricting the number of children of any node either to be less than a xed
bound or to be nite  Henceforth we will reserve the term trees for these classes
of structures  The key property of these models is that all branches ordered by
proper domination and all sets of children ordered by leftof are isomorphic to
initial segments of the natural numbers ordered by lessthan  Thus properties
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of these structures can be established by induction on the depth of nodes and on
the number of leftsiblings  Such inductions are common even characteristic in
arguments about the structure of trees and the validity of induction is one of the
properties of trees that is not captured by our basic axioms  The other is the fact
that in nite trees all branches and all sets of siblings have a maximum node wrt
domination and leftof respectively that is branches and sets of siblings are iso
morphic to proper initial segments of the natural numbers  These two properties
distinguish our intended models from the nonstandard models of the axioms  As
they are not rstorder denable properties no set of rstorder axioms will be
able to eliminate the nonstandard models 
    NonStandard Models
Since our intended class of structures includes trees with arbitrary nite depth
and arbitrary nite branching any rstorder axiomatization will admit models in
which there are paths and sets of siblings that are innite by compactness and
by the upward LowenheimSkolem theorem models in which these sets may have
any innite cardinality  Such nonstandard models must include some node which
cannot be reached by a nite path from the root or some node that has innitely
many left siblings  We will refer to such nodes as nonstandard  In this section
we explore the structure of these models  We will consider rst the possibility
of an innitely deep node  Note that since all trees satisfy the axioms A every
axiomatization of trees must imply at least these properties  By A  each such
node is dominated by the root and by linear branching it is dominated by some
unique path from the root A ensures that each node has an immediate successor
on the path to any node it properly dominates  Thus there is a sequence of nodes
isomorphic to an initial segment of N extending from each node toward each of the
nodes it dominates  This sequence forms only the initial portion of the path to a
nonstandard node its standard part  By A every node other than the root has
an immediate predecessor and thus there is a sequence of nodes isomorphic to N
extending from each nonstandard node toward the root  This sequence is disjoint
from the standard part of the path extending toward the node from the root of
course otherwise the node would be reachable by a nite path 
A similar analyses applies when we consider the paths from a nonstandard
node to the nodes it dominates  Thus the path from root to any nonstandard
node looks like a Z

chain followed by some possibly empty sequence of Zchains
followed by a Z

chain  where a Z

chain Z

chain is a sequence isomorphic to
the positive negative integers when 
 
is mapped to   The overall picture then
is a structure that includes a standard tree as a submodel with an array of disjoint
structures hanging o of its innite branches  These structures in turn are tree
like with the exception that they have no minimum point rather they extend
innitely down toward the root 

There may be any number of these nonstandard
 
These bear a relationship toZthat is analogous to the relationship between an in nite tree
and N
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segments forming a roughly treelike arrangement with the standard part as the
root 
The case of nonstandard models including points with innitely many left
siblings is somewhat simpler  The axioms A through A  ensure that leftof
linearly orders every set of siblings and that this ordering is discrete and has
a minimum  Again an analysis similar to our discussion of the path to a non
standard node applies  Every innite set of siblings consists of aZ

chain followed
by a possibly empty sequence of Zchains and possibly followed by a single Z

chain 
   Additional Axioms
As we have just seen the class of all and only our intended structures is not
denable in rstorder logic  Nonetheless we are still able to axiomatize the theory
of those intended structures that is we provide a set of axioms for which the set
of rstorder consequences of the axioms is exactly the rstorder theory of nite
trees  We already have from Lemma  that every nite tree satises our basic
set of axioms A thus every consequence of A is in the theory of nite trees 
The problem is that there are properties of trees particularly those related to the
induction principle and the existence of maximum nodes that are not true of all the
nonstandard models  Thus the consequences of A are a proper subset of the theory
of nite trees  Our goal is to extend A with additional axioms sucient to imply
that portion of the theory that the basic axioms miss  N B  these axioms cannot
eliminate all of the nonstandard models of our axioms  Rather our additional
axioms will serve to restrict those nonstandard models suciently to guarantee
that they do not aect the theory  That is there will be no sentence that is true
of all trees but false in some nonstandard model of the extended axioms 
Note that the class of our intended models is denable in monadic secondorder
logic  If we can quantify over sets of nodes as well as individual nodes equivalently
if we can quantify over properties of nodes then niteness of branches and of
sets of siblings are denable properties of structures  Doets  has provided
a general approach to constructing rstorder axiomatizations of rstorder and
even universal monadic secondorder theories of monadic secondorder classes of
structures  The idea is to replace the secondorder sentences in a monadic second
order axiomatization of the class with rstorder schema  That is replace every
secondorder axiom in which a term P x occurs where P is a variable over sets
with an innite sequence of rstorder axioms in which P x is replaced with  x
for each rstorder formula  x in which at most x appears free in turn 

In
translating the secondorder axiom into a rstorder schema we are in essence
passing from quantication over arbitrary sets to quantication over rstorder
denable sets  It is not the case that such a passage will always preserve the theory 

Peanos  rstorder schema for induction a monadic secondorder property is a familiar
example of such a schema
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Fig 
 A nonstandard model of A
To establish that the consequences of the resulting rstorder axioms are exactly
the rstorder consequences of the secondorder axioms i e  the rstorder theory
of the intended models we must show that every sentence that is satised by a
model of the rstorder axioms possibly a nonstandard model is also satised
by an intended model i e  a model of the secondorder axioms  It will follow
that every sentence that is satised by every standard model will also be satised
by every nonstandard model 

Thus the nonstandard models do not aect the
theory that is the consequences of the axioms will coincide with the intended
theory 
In the remainder of this section we follow this approach in developing schemas
that when added to our basic set of axioms A give us axiomatizations of the
rstorder theory of nite trees in which branching is bounded by a constant and
of the rstorder theory of nite trees in which branching is unbounded 
    Finite Paths
We will ignore at rst the issue of innite branching and focus on nonstandard
models with nodes that are innitely deep  An example is the structureM

depict

This is because a nonstandard model fails to satisfy a sentence   only if it satis es    By
our result this will necessarily be satis ed in some intended model as well Thus   can not be in
the theory of the intended models
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ed pictorially in Figure   In this gure the solid lines represent immediate dom
ination links solid lines with arrows represent an innite sequence of immediate
domination links and ellipses represent repeated structure  This model consists of
a standard part in which every node has exactly one child and a single nonstandard
part in which every node has exactly two children  Recall that this implies that
there is an innite sequence of nodes in the nonstandard part extending towards
the root from those shown in the gure each of which has exactly one sibling 
Let binaryx be the formula
x

 x

x  x

 x  x

 x

  x


Let 
wd
be the sentence
xbinaryx xbinaryx  yy 

x 	binaryx
This sentence asserts that if there is any node with two children then there is a
minimal node wrt domination with two children  That this is true of all trees
follows from the fact that because all branches are isomorphic to initial segments
of N domination in trees is a wellfounded partial order  It is easy to verify that
M

satises A but fails to satisfy 
wd
  Thus 
wd
is a sentence that is in the theory
of nite trees but is not in the consequences of A 
We must nd an extension of A that implies 
wd
at least or equivalently
that is not modeled by structures such as M

  It is possible to restrict our models
to structures in which domination is a wellfounded partial order with the second
order axiom
P  xP x xP x yy 

x 	P x 
The corresponding rstorder schema is
WFD x x x x yy 

x 	 x 
The reader should notice that 
wd
is that instance of WFD in which  x is the
formula binaryx  Thus the addition of WFD to our axioms will add 
wd
to
their consequences and exclude M

from the class of their models 
It should be noted that the class of models in which domination is a well
founded partial order is exactly the class in which induction on the depth of nodes
is valid and that the proof of this fact goes through even if we restrict ourselves to
rstorder denable sets  In other words the class of models in which induction
on the depth of nodes is valid for rstorder denable properties is exactly the class
in which every rstorder denable set has a minimum wrt domination  Further
the class of models in which induction on the depth of nodes is valid is exactly
the class of models in which every node can be reached by a nite path from the
root  It remains to be shown of course that the theory of models in which every
rstorder denable set of nodes includes a minimal node coincides with the theory
of models in which every set includes a minimal node 
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    Finite Depth
The models ofWFD even in the monadic secondorder form of course include
trees with innite branches since it is concerned with wellfoundedness not nite
ness  A standard approach to eliminating innite branches in monadic second
order languages is to require every nonempty set to include a maximal node as
well as a minimal node  When we are dealing with discrete partial orders as in
our case it suces to just require every nonempty set to have a maximal point 

Thus we can restrict our models to those with nite branches using the dual of
the monadic secondorder axiom for wellfoundedness
P  xP x xP x yx 

y  	P y 
In converting this to a rstorder schema we strengthen it somewhat 

FinD x x yx 
 
y   y  zy 

z  	 z  
This asserts that whenever some rstorder denable set includes some node then
the subset of that set that is dominated by that node will include some maximal
node 
Let A
Fin D
be the union of A and FinD  Our claim is that A
Fin D
implies
exactly the rstorder theory of trees in which every node has nite depth  To
establish it we need to show that the rstorder consequences of A
Fin D
coincide
with the rstorder consequences ofA plus the secondorder axiom on which FinD
is based 
    Bounded and Finite Branching
We turn now to the issue of restricting our models to those with nite branching 
One extremely simple way of doing this is to x a nite bound on the branching
factor of the trees  For binary branching for instance we can add the axiom

To see this assume that we are given a nonempty set S If the root is in S then it is by
de nition minimum Otherwise the root is in the complement of S and is not dominated by any
node in S The set of all nodes that are not dominated by any node in S then is nonempty
and must by hypothesis include a maximal node Since the po is discrete there will be a least
node dominated by that maximal node That node by the way it is chosen must be dominated
by a member of S but is not properly dominated by any member of S It follows that it is in
S and further is minimal in S Note that this argument like the argument for the equivalence
of induction and wellfoundedness is valid even if we restrict ourselves to  rstorder de nable
sets since the property of being dominated by a node in a  rstorder de nable set is  rstorder
de nable and the class of  rstorder de nable sets is closed under complement

This axiom schema is adapted from Blackburn and MeyerViol 
 The corresponding
modi cation of the secondorder axiom does not strengthen it If every subset includes a maximal
node then every subset of the set of nodes dominated by a given point will include a maximal
node as well The reason we employ the modi ed form is that it may strengthen the  rstorder
schema That is the fact that every  rstorder de nable set includes a maximal node does not
suce to guarantee that the subset dominated by any node in that set includes a maximal point
rather it only guarantees that every subset dominated by a  rstorder de nable node in that set
will include a maximal point
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BB x yx  y y

 y

zx  z  z  y

 z  y

  
It is easy to modify this to yield axioms BBn which x the bound at any given
n  N  For many linguistic theories this suces  In fact it is a principle of some
theories that such a bound exists Kayne   For other theories at accounts
of coordination for instance or more generally theories expressed in formalisms
in which rewriting rules may employ regular expressions Gazdar et al   we
must allow arbitrary nite branching  Here we can use a schema analogous to the
one we used for nite branches albeit simplied slightly by the fact that sets of
siblings are linearly rather than partially ordered by leftof 
FinB
x yx  y   y yx  y   y zx  z  y   z 	 z 
This states that every denable subset of the set of children of a node has a
maximum wrt linear precedence 
Let A
BBn
be A
Fin D
augmented with BBn and A
Fin
be the union of A
Fin D
with FinB  Our claims are that these axiomatize the rstorder theories of nite
trees with no more than binary branching and nite trees with arbitrary branching
respectively  It is these claims that we prove in the second half of this paper 
    A Note on the Axiomatizations
Our basic set of axioms A captures the properties of trees that are usually enumer
ated in the linguistic literature  As we have shown these properties by themselves
are not sucient to prove all properties of nite trees  In practice of course argu
ments about the structure of trees are not limited to deductions from these prop
erties  Rather they typically employ induction either on the depth of nodes or
possibly on the number of children preceding a node  In the case of nite trees these
might be augmented with inferences from the fact that every branch and every set
of children are bounded by a maximum node  We have shown that the second
order axiom corresponding to FinD implies that domination is a wellfounded
partialordering of the nodes in the tree and it is a wellknown result that this is
the case i induction is valid  It is not hard to show as well that induction plus
the existence of a maximum for every branch implies FinD  Similar arguments
can be carried out for FinB  Consequently rather than pointing to a gap in the
foundations of these arguments about the structure of trees our results actually
conrm that the techniques generally employed in these arguments are capable at
least in principle of deriving every rstorder property of nite trees 
 COMMON ASPECTS OF THE PROOFS
To establish that the consequences of A
BBn
and A
Fin
coincide with the rstorder
theory of nite trees with bounded branching and the rstorder theory of all nite
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trees respectively we must show that every rstorder sentence satised by any
model of these axioms is satised by some intended model  One way of doing this
would be to show that every model of the axioms is elementarily equivalent to an
intended model that is for every model of the axioms there is some intended model
that satises all and only the sentences satised by that model  This however is
not the case  Every innite model of the axioms for example satises all sentences
of the form There are at least n distinct nodes in the tree but every nite tree
satises at most nitely many of them 
How then are we to establish our claim All we are required to show is that
every sentence satised by a nonstandard model is satised by some nite tree
not that all such sentences are satised by the same nite tree  Note that for our
example sentences asserting the existence of n distinct nodes it is trivially the case
that each sentence is satised by a nite tree although no nite tree satises all of
them  Suppose then that we are given an arbitrary sentence that is satised by a
given nonstandard model  As every sentence is nite the depth of the nesting of
the quantiers in that sentence is nite  That depth is referred to as the quantier
rank of the sentence 

The idea is to show for any nonstandard model and all
n that there is some intended model that satises every sentence of quantier
rank less than or equal to n that is satised by the given nonstandard model  We
say that such an intended model is nequivalent to the nonstandard model  The
nature of our proofs is to exhibit a construction that given a nonstandard model
and an arbitrary n produces an intended model that is nequivalent 
   Ehrenfeucht Fra

ss

e Games
A standard method which we will use extensively of establishing the nequivalence
of two structures uses Ehrenfeuchts gametheoretic interpretation of Frasses alge
braic characterization of equivalence  We sketch this here  For a more complete
introduction see Ebbinghaus et al   
Suppose   is a formula of L  We dene the quantier rank of   qr  in the
standard way 
DEFINITION  Quantier rank 
qr   
 if   is atomic
qr	   qr 
qr     maxqr  qr similarly for other connectives
qrx   qr   
qrx   qr   
DEFINITION  Restricted Languages  Let L
n
denote the set of formulae in L
that have quantier rank n  Let L
k
denote the set of formulae in L with k free
variables  Let L
n
k
denote the intersection of these sets 

We provide a rigorous de nition of this notion in the next section
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Clearly L
n
k
contains trivial variants of every formula in L
m
j
for all m  n and
j  k 
DEFINITION  Logical equivalence  Two Lstructures A and B are elemen
tarily equivalent if A j   B j   for all sentences    L 
Two Lstructures A and B are nequivalent if A j   B j   for all sentences
   L
n
 
Ehrenfeuchts characterization of nequivalence is based on a pebble game in
which there are two competitors a duplicator Dup who is seeking to demonstrate
the similarity of the structures and a spoiler Spo who is seeking to show their
dissimilarity  The game is played with a nite set of numbered pairs of pebbles 
Spo plays rst placing a pebble on any point in the universe of either structure 
Dup then replies by placing the pebble with the same number on some point in
the universe of the other  Dup wins the npebble game if after n rounds the map
taking pebbled points in the rst structure to the points marked with the same
number pebble in the other is a partial isomorphism  That is if we let h be the
map dened by the pebbles taking some subset of jAj into a subset of jBj then
h is onetoone and preserves the constants and relations of A and B in the sense
that for all constants c and relations R interpreted by A and B

letting c
A
and
R
A
denote As interpretation of c and R respectively and for all a b  
h the
domain of h

 c
A
 a c
B
 ha and

 ha bi  R
A
 hha hbi  R
B
 
We say that Dup has a winning strategy for the npebble game on AB if there
is a xed strategy that Dup can follow that wins against any sequence of moves
by Spo  Ehrenfeuchts Theorem relates nequivalence to the existence of a winning
strategy for the npebble game 
THEOREM  Ehrenfeucht  If A and B are both L structures for some language
L then A 
n
B i Dup has a winning strategy for the npebble game on AB 
Typically one establishes the nequivalence of two structures by presenting a
winning strategy for Dup for the npebble game on those structures 
	
In our proofs
we will generally be establishing that various operations on structures preserve n
equivalence  In these cases we assume the existence of a winning strategy for the
npebble game on the original structures and show how it can be modied to
yield a winning strategy for the npebble game on the structures resulting from
application of the operation 

If our language included function symbols these would be required to be preserved as well

Or even more typically establishes their elementary equivalence by presenting such a strategy
for arbitrary n
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   Types in Restricted Languages
The key observation underlying our constructions is that there are only nitely
many properties of tuples of points that can be expressed by formulae with
bounded quantier rank in a nite relational language  Thus while models may
well include innitely many distinct nodes formulae with bounded quantier rank
in our language can distinguish only nitely many classes of these  We can formalize
these ideas using the standard modeltheoretic notion of types  For a ktuple of
points in a model A the ktype of that tuple in A is the set of properties that it
exhibits that is the set of formulae that the tuple makes true in A 
DEFINITION  Types  Suppose ha

     a
k
i is a ktuple of nodes in a model A 
The ktype of ha

     a
k
i in A is the set of all formulae in k free variables
that are satised by ha

     a
k
i in A
tp
A
a

     a
k

def
 f x

     x
k
 j A j  a

     a
k
g 
The set of ktypes realized in A is the set of ktypes of tuples in A
S
k
A
def

n
tp
A
a

     a
k
 j ha

     a
k
i  jAj
k
o

We extend this notion slightly to types restricted to formulae of bounded quan
tier rank 
DEFINITION 
 Types in L
n
  Suppose ha

     a
k
i is a ktuple of nodes in a
model A 
The n ktype of ha

     a
k
i in A is the set of sentences of quantier rank n
satised by ha

     a
k
i in A
tp
n
A
a

     a
k

def
 tp
A
a

     a
k
  L
n

The set of n ktypes realized in A is the set of n ktypes of the ktuples in A
S
n
k
A
def

n
tp
n
A
a

     a
k
 j ha

     a
k
i  jAj
k
o

Remark   tp
n
A
a

     a
k
 is complete in the sense that for all formulae in
L
n
k
 either that formula or its negation is in tp
n
A
a

     a
k
 
If A is an Lstructure with a

     a
k
 A
k
 the type of ha

     a
k
i in A can
be considered to be the set of all properties denable in L that hold of this k
tuple of elements in A  The types of two ktuples are equal then i the tuples
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are indistinguishable by satisfaction of formulae in L  S
k
A is the set of types
of ktuples in A which are distinguishable by properties denable in L  When we
consider properties denable in L
n
i e  with quantiers nested only n deep we
have the n ktype of ha

     a
k
i in A and S
n
k
A the set of n ktypes realized in
A  Note that for the empty tuple  tp
A
 is just the set of sentences satised by
A that is the theory of A 
In the following we observe that some key properties follow when we restrict
the language to a nite number of relation and constant symbols and no function
symbols	 a restriction satised by the language of our axiomatizations  For lan
guages of this kind the number of n ktypes realized in any Lstructure that is
the number of ktuples of elements in a structure distinguishable by L
n
 is nite
and each n ktype is characterized by a formula in L
n
 
The key result is given by the following lemma which is well known 
LEMMA   For all n k  N there are but nitely many logically distinct for
mulae of quantier rank n in k free variables in any nite relational language L
augmented possibly with nitely many constants 
Proof  By induction on n  Formulae of L


k
are just Boolean combinations of
literals of L in k free variables  Since modulo renaming of the variables there are
nitely many terms in L
k
just the variables and the nitely many constantsand
since L contains only nitely many relational symbols there are nitely many of
such literals l say  Every Boolean combination of these has a logical equivalent
that is in CNF  Since the number of literals is bounded the number of logically
distinct disjunctions of these literals is bounded by 
l
 and the number of logically
distinct conjunctions of those disjunctions is bounded by 

l
  This establishes the
lemma for n  
 
For the induction step note that formulae of L
i
k
are Boolean combinations of
formulae of the form xx or xx where x are formulae in L
i
k
  If
we treat formulae of this form as literals the argument for the base case applies
again here  Thus every formula in L
i
k
is logically equivalent to some conjunction
of boundedly many disjunctions of boundedly many formulae in L
i
k
 and the fact
that there are but nitely many logically distinct formulae in L
i
k
implies that
there are but nitely many logically distinct formulae in L
i
k
 
This lemma establishes that there are only nitely many properties of tuples of
k individuals that can be expressed in L if quantiers can be nested only n deep 
That is for every such language and n k  N there is a nite set of formulae !
nk
L
such that for all   L
n
k
there exists some    !
nk
L
such that for all Lstructures
A and all tuples ha

     a
k
i  jAj
k

A j a

     a
k
 A j  a

     a
k

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For an Lstructure A and ha

     a
k
i  jAj
k
 let
!
nk
Aha
 
a
k
i
 f x

     x
k
 j  x

     x
k
  !
nk
L
and A j  a

     a
k
g
Thus the set !
nk
Aha
 
a
k
i
logically implies the entire type tp
n
A
a

     a
k
  As this is
a subset of !
nk
L
 it is nite and the conjunction of formulae in it implies the entire
type  Furthermore that conjunction is itself in tp
n
A
a

     a
k
  Thus there is a
single formula in the n ktype that is logically equivalent to the entire type 
COROLLARY   For L in the class of languages we have assumed all n k  N
and every n ktype realized in an Lstructure A there is some formula

n
Aha
 
a
k
i
x

     x
k
  tp
n
A
a

     a
k

such that for all models B and hb

     b
k
i  jBj
k
B j 
n
Aha
 
a
k
i
b

     b
k

B j b

     b
k
 for all x

     x
k
  tp
n
A
a

     a
k

The formula 
n
Aha
 
a
k
i
x

     x
k
 is just
V
!
nk
Aha
 
a
k
i
 
It follows from the fact that the tp
n
A
a

     a
k
 are complete that this formula
characterizes the tuples of n ktype tp
n
A
a

     a
k
 
COROLLARY   For L in the class of languages we have assumed and for all
n k  N Lstructures A B and tuples ha

     a
k
i  jAj
k
 hb

     b
k
i  jBj
k
B j 
n
Aha
 
a
k
i
b

     b
k
 tp
n
B
b

     b
k
  tp
n
A
a

     a
k

Since there are but nitely many logically distinct formulae that can character
ize an n ktype there are only nitely many n ktypes that can be realized in any
Lstructure 
COROLLARY   For L in the class of languages we have assumed and for all
n k  N the set

A an L structure
S
n
k
A
is nite 
Another way of focusing on the properties of a tuple of nodes in a model by
naming them with constants 
DEFINITION  Augmented models  Suppose A is an Lstructure and a  jAj 
Let Lc denote L augmented with a new constant c  Then A adjoin adenoted
A ais an Lcstructure that extends A by interpreting c as a 
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The following lemma and its corollary show that we can work interchangeably
with tp
n
A
"a and A "a  It is often easier to visualize theorems stated in terms
of the augmented structures but we generally will choose the form to suit our
convenience 
LEMMA   A a 
n
B b tp
n
A
a  tp
n
B
b 
Proof  Recall L#a
n
is L augmented with a new constant #a here restricted to
formulae of quantier rank n  By denition
A a 
n
B b
def
 f   L#a
n
j A a j  g  f   L#a
n
j B b j  g 
To show that the nequivalence of A a and B b implies that the n type of a
in A is the same as the n type of b in B suppose  x  tp
n
A
a  Let  x  #a
be  x with #a uniformly substituted for x 
 x  tp
n
A
a  A j  a
 A a j  x  #a
 B b j  x  #a
 B j  b
  x  tp
n
B
b
For the other direction suppose    L#a
n
 
A a j    A j  #a  xa
  #a  x  tp
n
A
a
  #a  x  tp
n
B
b
 B j  #a  xb
 B b j  
The above lemma can be generalized to the case when L is augmented with any
nite number of constants 
COROLLARY   For all k  N "a  jAj
k
 and
"
b  jBj
k
A "a 
n
B
"
b tp
n
A
"a  tp
n
B

"
b
This follows by induction on k since we can take A and B in the lemma to be
models with adjoined points 
By combining Corollaries  and  we have the following 
COROLLARY   For L in the class of languages we have assumed and for all
n k  N Lstructures A B and tuples ha

     a
k
i  jAj
k
 hb

     b
k
i  jBj
k
B j 
n
Aha
 
a
k
i
b

     b
k
 B b

     b
k
 
n
A a

     a
k

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a
A
A
a
A
a
 B
B
A
a

A

a
  a
Fig  Subtrees and substitution
A case of particular interest to us in our constructions is the case of trees or
more generally models of our axioms in which the root has been distinguished by
a constant 
COROLLARY 
  For L in the class of languages we have assumed and all n  N
and Lstructures A B
B j 
n
AhrAi
rB B rB 
n
A rA
   Some Operations on Models of A
As we noted earlier to show that our axioms imply all properties of nite trees we
will show that each sentence consistent with the axioms is satised by some intend
ed model  The nature of our proofs is to take an arbitrary model of the axioms
that satises a given sentence and to construct from that model an intended mod
el that satises the same sentence  We do this by deleting all but nitely much of
the original model while preserving satisfaction of the given sentence and of the
axioms  In this section we introduce the basic operations that we employ in these
constructions  These isolate or delete certain submodels models built on subsets
of the universe of original model 
DEFINITION  Restrictions of models  Suppose A  hjAj  IDPi is a struc
ture and X  jAj  Then the restriction of A to X is
Aj
X
def

D
X I X

D X

P X

E

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DEFINITION  Subtrees  Given a structure A  hjAj  IDPi and a node
a  jAj let


A
a


def
 fb j ha bi  Dg  Then the subtree of A at a is
A
a
def
 Aj


A
a



Suppose A  hjAj  IDPi and a  jAj  Let


A
a


def
 jAj n


A
a


  The subtree of
A above a is
A
a
def
 Aj


A
a



and the subtree of A not below a is
A

a
def
 Aj


A
a


 fag

Note a 


A
a


but a 


A

a


 
We can characterize the subtrees of a model in much the same way as we
characterize the n types of individual nodes 
LEMMA   Suppose A is an Lstructure and a  jAj  Then there is an L
n
k
formula
	
n
Aa
x such that
A j 	
n
Aa
b A
b
 b 
n
A
a
 a
Proof  By Corollary 
 there is a formula 
n
A
a
hai
x such that
A
b
j 
n
A
a
hai
b A
b
 b 
n
A
a
 a
Let 	
n
Aa
x be 
n
A
a
hai
x relativized to x by replacing every instance of y y
with yx 
 
y   y and every instance of y y with yx 
 
y  y 
All quantication in 	
n
Aa
x is restricted to nodes dominated by x  It is easy to
see then that
A j 	
n
Aa
b A
b
j 
n
A
a
hai
b
and equivalently A
b
 b 
n
A
a
 a 
DEFINITION  Substitutions  Given the two structuresA 
D
jAj  I
A
D
A
P
A
E
and B 
D
jBj  I
B
D
B
P
B
E
and a node a  jAj the substitution of B at a in A
is
A
a
 B
def


U

 I

D

P


where using  to denote disjoint union
U

def
 jAj n


A
a


  jBj
I

def
 I
A
 I
B

n
ha

 rBi j ha

 ai  I
A
o
  U



D

def
 D
A
 D
B

n
ha

 bi j ha

 ai  D
A
 b  jBj
o
 U



P

def
 U



 P
A
 P
B

n
hc di j d  jBj and hc ai  P
A
or c  jBj and ha di  P
A
o

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Note that we take disjoint unions when forming the new structure  This is
necessary to ensure that the operation preserves satisfaction of our axioms  Note
also that in this denition a is not in the result of substituting B at a rather
it has been replaced with the root of B rB  These operations are depicted
diagrammatically in Figure  
Under appropriate conditions substitution can be generalized to the case of
multiple simultaneous substitutions  If "a  ha
i
j i  li is a sequence of points in
jAj that are pairwise incomparable wrt domination and B  hB
i
j i  li is a
sequence of models then the simultaneous substitution of B at "a in A is
A
a

 B
def
 A
a

 B


a
 
 B

  
a
i
 B
i
    for all i  l
It is a lemma that the fact that "a is pairwise incomparable wrt domination ensures
that the order of the substitutions is irrelevant 
We can extend the notions of subtrees and substitutions to augmented models
as well  In particular A "a
a
 A "a


a
 where "a

is just the subsequence of "a
that contains all and only those points in "a that are not dominated by a  Similarly
for A "a
a
and A "a

a
using the appropriate subsequence "a

  The substitution
A "a
a
 B
"
b is taken to be A
a
 B "a


"
b 
LEMMA   Satisfaction of the axioms is preserved under substitutions and restric
tion to subtrees 
That is the result of applying these operations to models of our axioms will
also be models of those axioms 
With the next lemma we establish that nequivalence is a congruence wrt substi
tution in the sense that if two models with distinguished nodes are nequivalent
then the substitution of two nequivalent models with distinguished roots at
those nodes will also be nequivalent 
LEMMA  Congruence  If A a 
n
B b and C rC 
n
D rD then
A
a
 C rC 
n
B
d
 D rD 
Proof  We claim that the combination of Dups strategy for the npebble game
on A a B b with Dups strategy for C rC D rD serves as a winning
strategy for A
a
 C rC B
d
 D rD  Note that the strategy covers


A
a


and


B
b


as well but these never come into play since none of these points
are in the universes of A
a
 C or B
b
 D  To establish this we need to show
that the union of partial isomorphisms constructed by these strategies is a partial
isomorphism fromA
a
 C to B
b
 D  Since the domains and ranges of these partial
isomorphisms are disjoint their union is a welldened map



A
a
 C







B
b
 D



 
Further they certainly preserve relations between points occurring only in A
a

only in B
b
 only in C or only in D  We need only to show that they preserve
relations between pairs of points drawn from separate regions of the structures 
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Let h be the union of a pair of partial maps as above  Suppose a

 c

 
h
and that a





A
a
 C
rC



and c





A
a
 C
rC



  Then hrC a

i  D
A
a
C
and hrC c

i  D
A
a
C
  Further since h necessarily maps the regions above and
below rC in A
a
 C to the corresponding regions of B
b
 D we have that
hrD ha

i  D
B
b
D
and hrD hc

i  D
B
b
D
 
Then

a

 c


 I
A
a
C


a

 a

 I
A
and c

 rC


ha

 b

 I
B
and hc

  rD


ha

 hc



 I
B
b
D


a

 c


 D
A
a
C


a

 a

 D
A


ha

 b

 D
B


ha

 rD

 D
B
b
D


ha

 hc



 D
B
b
D

The cases of ha

 c

i  P
A
a
C
and hc

 a

i  P
A
a
C
are similar to ha

 c

i  D
A
a
C
 
 PROOFS OF THE COMPLETENESS OF THE AXIOMS
We now turn to proving that the rstorder consequences of our axioms coincide
with the rstorder theory of nite trees with bounded and arbitrary branching
respectively  We will follow the pattern of our development of the axioms and
focus rst on the issue of nonstandard models with innite depth  To this end
we consider rst in the next section models in which branching is bounded by
a constant  We show that the set A
BBn
consisting of the basic axioms of Sec
tion   the schema FinD of Section    and the axiom BBn of Section   
implies every sentence that is satised by every nite tree in which no node has
more than n children  This is done by showing that every sentence that is satis
ed by any model of the axioms in particular by any nonstandard model is also
satised by a nite tree of the appropriate type  Having established that we will
proceed in Section   to account for trees with arbitrary nite branching  We do
this by extending the proof of the bounded branching case to show that the con
sequences of set A
Fin
consisting of A the schema FinD and the schema FinB
of Section    are exactly the rstorder theory of nite trees with arbitrary
branching 
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A
b

A
a

A
VCA a b
b
b
a
Fig  Vertical collapsing
   Finite Trees with Bounded BranchingVertical Collapsing
We must show that every sentence that is satised by some model of the axioms
A
BBn
is satised by some nite tree with at most nary branching  Suppose that
we are given some such sentence    Let A be a model of A
BBn
that satises   
Assume A is nonstandard  Let n be the quantier rank of    To show that   is
satised by an intended model we will construct from A a nite tree with at
most binary branching that is nequivalent to A and which consequently must
satisfy    We do this by applying a sequence of substitutions which we refer to as
vertical collapsing 
DEFINITION  Vertical Collapsing  Let A be an Lstructure and a b  jAj be
two nodes such that ha bi  D
A
  Then the vertical collapsing of A at ha bi denoted
by VCA a b is given by A
a
 A
b
 
Note that vertical collapsing is dened only when the one node dominates the
other  This operation is diagrammatically depicted in Figure   From the denition
it follows that A  VCA a a and jVCA a bj  jAj 
Using congruence we can establish that if we collapse at pairs that are roots of
nequivalent subtrees in a model then the types of the subtrees of the model will
be preserved 
LEMMA   Suppose A is an Lstructure that is a model of A  Suppose a and b are
nodes in jAj such that ha bi  D
A
and A
a
 a 
n
A
b
 b  Let A

 VCA a b 
Then A


a


n
A
a

for all a

 jA

j 
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Proof  As jA

j  jAj and both are models of A we know for all a

 jA

j that
a

 jAj and that either hb a

i  D
A

 hb a

i  P
A

 ha

 bi  D
A

 or ha

 bi  P
A

 
Now if hb a

i  D
A

 hb a

i  P
A

 or ha

 bi  P
A

 by denition of A

 we have
A


a

 A
a

and thus the result 
The only case that remains is when a

 b and ha

 bi  D
A

 
Note A
a

 A
a

a
 A
a
A


a

 A
a

a
 A
b
A
a
 a 
n
A
b
 b by assumption
Trivially A
a

 a 
n
A
a

 a
Hence A
a

a
 A
a
 a 
n
A
a

a
 A
b
 b by congruence
i e  A
a

 a 
n
A


a

 b
and thus A


a


n
A
a

Since this holds for the case in which a

is the root of A

we get that the result
of vertically collapsing A at a pair of nodes that dominate nequivalent subtrees
is nequivalent to A 
COROLLARY   Let A be an Lstructure that is a model of A  Let ha bi  D
A
such that A
a
 a 
n
A
b
 b  Then VCA a b
n
A 
Proof  If the root of A

is not b i e  if we have not collapsed at the root then
it is the root of A as well and the corollary follows from the lemma  If on the other
hand the root of A

is b then the root of A is a and the corollary follows from the
hypothesis 
The idea now is to construct a nite sequence of models starting with A in
which each model is derived from its predecessor by vertical collapsing at pairs of
points that dominate subtrees that are nequivalent and to do this in such a way
that all but nitely much of the universe of the model is eventually deleted  The
nal tree of this sequence will be nite and since the collapsings all satisfy the
conditions of Corollary  it will be nequivalent to A 
The construction proceeds in stages  Let us say that the root of a model is at
depth 
 and that if a node is at depth k then its children are at depth k    At
stage i the construction will focus on the nodes at depth i 
Recall from Lemma  that we have an L
n
k
formula 	
n
Aa
x that characterizes
the n type of a in the subtree rooted at a in a model A  Let FinD	
n
Aa
 be the
instance of FinD
x 	
n
Aa
x yx 
 
y  	
n
Aa
y zy 

z  		
n
Aa
z 
Stage  of the construction
Suppose A is a model of A
BBn
  Let A


 A and let a


be the root of A  As
A


j FinD	
n
A

a

 an instance of FinD and A


j 	
n
A

a

a


 we know there is
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a maximal b


 jA


j that is dominated by a


for which A


j 	
n
A

a

b


  In words
there is a node b


that is dominated by a


such that the type of the subtree rooted
at b


is the same as the type of the subtree rooted at a


and there is no subtree of
this type rooted at a node properly dominated by b


  Formally
A


 a


  A



a


 a


 
n
A



b


 b



and
A



a


 a


 
n
A



b
 b for all b 



A



b






Let A

 VCA


 a


 b


 
Stage i   of construction
We consider the nodes at depth i in A
i
  As we are considering models of A
BBn

there are at most n
i
nodes at depth i in such a model  Let these nodes be
a
i
     a
im
i
where 
  m
i
 n
i
  As in stage  for each a
ij

  j  m
i

we nd a maximal b
ij
such that A
i

a
ij
 a
ij
 
n
A
i

b
ij
 b
ij
 by considering
an appropriate instance of FinD  Let A
i

 A
i
 and for 
  j  m
i
 let
A
ij
 VCA
ij
 a
ij
 b
ij
  Note that since the a
ij
are siblings each of the a
ik
 for
k 
 j and every b
ik
is in the universe of A
ij
  Lemma  ensures that the subtrees
rooted at a
ik
and b
ik
in A
ij
will still be nequivalent  Let A
i
 A
im
i
 
Our claim is that this construction terminates after nitely many stages that
the nal model is a nite tree and that it is nequivalent to A


 
To establish nite termination we show that each stage of the construction
reduces by at least one the number of distinct types of subtrees occurring below
the nodes at the corresponding level  Since there can only be nitely many such
distinct types in the tree to begin with this can be repeated only nitely many
times 
DEFINITION 
  Let A be a model and a  jAj 
Subtreetypes
n
A a
def

n
tp
n
A
b
b j ha bi  D
A
o

That is Subtreetypes
n
A a is the set of the types of the subtrees rooted at
nodes dominated by a in A more precisely the set of n types of the nodes
dominated by a in the subtrees rooted at those nodes  By Corollary  this set is
always nite  Furthermore since every node dominates at least the subtree rooted
at itself it is never empty 
LEMMA  Invariant  Let l  cardSubtreetypes
n
A


 a


  For all A
i
and all
b at depth i in jA
i
j	
  cardSubtreetypes
n
A
i
 b  l 
 i 

  A
i

n
A


 
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Proof  This can be shown by induction on i  Clearly the invariant is true for
A


  Suppose that the invariant holds for all j  i  For all i 
 
 A
i
is formed at
stage i
 by vertically collapsing at the nodes at depth i
 in A
i
  That is the
nodes at depth i
 in A
i
are the a
ij
and the nodes at depth i
 in A
i
are the
b
ij
  By Lemma  the types of the subtrees dominated by b
ij
in A
i
are the
same as their types in A
i
  By the induction hypothesis no b
ij
dominates more
than l
 i
  distinct types of subtree since these are all subtrees dominated by
a
ij
in A
i
  Each node b at depth i in A
i
is the child of some b
ij
  By choice
of the b
ij
 the node b does not dominate any subtree with the same type as that
rooted at b
ij
  It follows that the set of types of the subtrees dominated by such
a b is a proper subset of the set of types of the subtrees dominated by its parent 
It does not include the type of the subtree rooted at that parent  Thus
cardSubtreetypes
n
A
i
 b cardSubtreetypes
n
A
i
 b
ij

   l
 i
Finally the nequivalence of A
i
and A
i
follows from Corollary  and the second
part of the invariant then follows by transitivity of equivalence 
From this lemma it follows that any node at depth l
  in A
l
must be a leaf
as no node it properly dominates could dominate any subtree at all  Consequently
there can be at most l stages in the construction and the result of the nal stage
is a model that is nequivalent to A


in which no node is at depth greater than
l
   The construction then terminates and yields the required tree 
LEMMA   For each model A of A
BBn
and each n there is a nitedepth tree
with bounded branching that is nequivalent to A 
This establishes our desired result that every sentence satised by some model
of A
BBn
is satised by a nite tree with at most nary branching and therefore
that the consequences of A
BBn
are exactly the rstorder theory of nite trees
with at most nary branching 
LEMMA   For any sentence  in L if  is consistent with A BBn and all
instances of FinD then  is satised in some nite tree with at most nary
branching 
THEOREM   The rstorder consequences of A
Fin
are exactly the rstorder
theory of nite trees with at most nary branching 
   Finite Trees with Arbitrary BranchingHorizontal
Collapsing
In the previous section we employed vertical collapsing to construct nitedepth
trees that satisfy a sentence consistent with A
BBn
  Since BBn provides a nite
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 Ad
a
b

Ad
a
c

a
c
HCA b c
b
A
a
c
Fig  Horizontal collapsing
bound on the number of children of any node niteness of the depth of these trees
suces to establish niteness of the entire tree  In this section we replace BBn
by instances of the schema FinB and use a sequence of horizontal collapsings to
construct models in which nodes may have any nite number of children 
We rst dene the horizontal collapsing operation and then show that given
a model A and a node a  jAj there is a model A

obtained from A in which
a has but a nite number of children  We show that A

preserves the invariants
of Lemma  and that we therefore can use horizontal collapsing at each stage
of the vertical collapsing construction to ensure that there are only nitely many
nodes at the corresponding depth in the model 
DEFINITION   If A is an Lstructure and a b  jAj such that ha bi  I
A
 let
Ad
a
b
def

n
c j ha ci  D
A
and hc bi  P
A
o

That is when a is the parent of b then Ad
a
b
is the set of nodes that includes
a the nodes dominated by b which includes b as domination is a taken to be
reexive as well as nodes dominated by the rightsiblings of b  See Figure  
DEFINITION  Horizontal Collapsing  If A is an Lstructure and b c  jAj are
siblings with ha bi  ha ci  I
A
and hb ci  P
A
 then the horizontal collapse of A
at b and c is
HCA b c
def
 Aj
jAj nAd
a
b
nAd
a
c


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This operation is depicted pictorially in Figure   Horizontal collapsing is dened
only at nodes that are siblings  Note that Ad
a
b
nAd
a
c
 is the set of descendants of
a that are dominated by b or are to the right of b but left of c and that horizontal
collapsing yields a model that deletes these nodes 
In the nitedepth bounded branching case we used vertical collapsing of a
model A at a and b such that a dominated b in A and A
a
 a 
n
A
b
 b  In the
current case in addition to similar vertical collapsings we consider the horizontal
collapsing of A at b and c where the two nodes are siblings and whose parent
is some node say a such that A a b
n
A a c 

In constructing the required
nitetree we will apply a sequence of collapsings that mixes horizontal and vertical
collapsing  To show that horizontal collapsing does not interfere and negate the
invariants of the nitedepth construction we show the following lemma 
LEMMA   Suppose A is an Lstructure and a b c  jAj such that b and c
are children of a i e  ha bi  ha ci  I
A
 b is leftof c i e  hb ci  P
A
 and
A a b
n
A a c  Let A

 HCA b c  Then A


a


n
A
a

for all a

 jA

j 
Proof  The proof is similar to the proof of the analogous lemma for vertical
collapsing  The result is trivial for all nodes a

 jA

j that dont dominate a as in
such cases A


a

 A
a

  To establish this for nodes in jA

j that dominate a we
will establish it rst for a itself  The result for all other nodes dominating a will
then follow by the congruence lemma 
The nequivalence of A a b and A a c is witnessed by a winning strategy
for Dup for the npebble game on these structures  Note that every partial iso
morphism constructed by this strategy will necessarily map points in Ad
a
b
to those
in Ad
a
c
  We form a composite strategy for the npebble game on A
a
 A


a
 where
A

 HCA b c  Note that


A
a


nAd
a
b



A


a


nAd
a
c

For all Spo choices in this set Dup chooses the identical node  Note also that
A


a
d
a
c
 A

d
a
c
 Ad
a
c
 A
a
d
a
c

For all Spo choices in A
a
d
a
b
orA


a
d
a
c
Dup follows the strategy on A a bAa c 
Once again it is easy to show that the maps constructed by the composite strat
egy are functional  and preserve relations and are thus partial isomorphisms 
Thus the composite strategy witnesses the nequivalence of A
a
and A


a
 
Now for all other nodes in jA

j dominating a the result follows from the fact
that by the congruence lemma the result of substituting A


a
into a submodel of
A for A
a
is nequivalent to that submodel 
As the roots of HCA b c and A are the same we have as a corollary that the
model obtained after such a horizontal collapsing is nequivalent to the original
model 
	
We consider Aa b and Aa c rather than A b and Ac as it simpli es our proof
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COROLLARY   Suppose A is an Lstructure and a b c  jAj such that b and
c are children of a i e  ha bi  ha ci  I
A
 b is leftof c i e  hb ci  P
A
 and
A a b
n
A a c  Then HCA b c
n
A 
As in the vertical collapsing construction our horizontal collapsing construction
involves at each stage a number of collapses taken in sequence  In the vertical
collapsing case the analog of Lemma  suces to ensure that these operations do
not interfere with each other  In this case however we will need a slightly stronger
result namely that under the hypothesis of Lemma  horizontal collapsing at b
and c does not aect the n types with a of siblings to the left of b 
LEMMA   Suppose A is an Lstructure and a b c  jAj such that b and c
are children of a i e  ha bi  ha ci  I
A
 b is leftof c i e  hb ci  P
A
 and
A a b
n
A a c  Let A

be the model resulting from a horizontal collapse of A
at b and c i e  A

 HCA b c  Suppose further that b

 jA

j but b

 A

d
a
c
 
Then tp
n
A
a b

  tp
n
A

a b

 i e  A a b

 
n
A

 a b

 
Proof  To show A a b

 
n
A

 a b

 we use Ehrenfeucht games again  We
claim that the strategy of Lemma  serves for the npebble game in this case on
A a b

 A

 a b

 and again this is nearly an immediate consequence of the fact
that the strategy builds identity maps on nodes not in Ad
a
b
including b

 and that
the relationship in A of b

with any node in Ad
a
b
is the same as the relationship
in A of b

with b  This in turn is the same as the relationship in HCA b c of
b

with c	 which is the same as the relationship in HCA b c of b

with all nodes
in HCA b cd
a
c
 
Note in particular that if b

is a leftsibling of c in A

 HCA b c that is if
hb

 ci  P
A

and ha b

i  I
A

 and hence a leftsibling of b in A then b

 A

d
a
c
 
Hence by the above lemma we have tp
n
A
a b

  tp
n
A

a b

 
We can now show how to construct for any n and any model of A
Fin
 an
nequivalent model that is isomorphic to the natural interpretation of a nite
depth and nitely branching tree domain  The full construction is an extension
of the vertical collapsing construction and proceeds in stages considering at each
Stage i the nodes at depth i  At each stage we are initially concerned with the
branching factor  The construction we now give takes a node and produces a
model in which that node has only nitely many children while preserving the
invariants  Applying this to all nodes at depth i
 results in a model with nitely
many nodes at depth i  We can then proceed with Stage i of the vertical collapsing
construction 
Let A be a model of A
Fin
  Let a node a  jAj  We construct a model A

such
that a  jA

j  jAj the number of children of a in A

is nite A


n
A and for
all nodes a

 jA

j A


a


n
A
a

 
The construction proceeds in two stages  First we identify a sequence of pairs
of the children of a such that the pairs meet the hypothesis of Lemma  and
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all but nitely many of the children of a fall between pairs  In the second phase
we horizontally collapse the model at these pairs thereby deleting all but nitely
many of the children 
Phase 
We construct a sequence ha


 b


i  ha

 b

i    of pairs of children of a in A as follows 
If a has any children then as A is a model of A a has an unique leftmost child  Let
a


be the leftmost child of a  Suppose we have a
i
  By Corollary  the n type of
ha a
i
i is characterized by a formula 
n
Ahaa
i
i
x y  Let 

i
y be
xx  y  
n
Ahaa
i
i
x y
Since a
i
satises 

i
in A by FinB there is some maximal child of a possibly a
i
itself that satises 

i
in A  Let this node be b
i
  If b
i
has any rightsiblings then
b
i
has an unique immediate rightsibling again because A is a model of A  Let
a
i
be the immediate right sibling of b
i
 if any 
Because each of the b
i
is chosen to be the maximal child of its n type with
a there is no rightsibling of b
i
that has the same n type as any b
j
for j  i 
By Corollary  there are but nitely many distinct n types realized in A  Thus
there is some i less than or equal to that limit for which b
i
has no right siblings 
At that point this phase of the construction terminates 
Phase 

We have from the rst phase a nite sequence of pairs ha


 b


i      ha
l
 b
l
i  We
construct a sequence of models by applying horizontal collapsings at the pairs in
this sequence in reverse  Thus this sequence of models can be denoted by
A  A
l
 A
l
     A


 A


where A
i
 HCA
i
 a
i
 b
i
  Clearly jA
i
j  jA
i
 j for all i  l and thus
jA

j  jAj 
Note that each pair ha
i
 b
i
i 
  i  l in the sequence of Phase  satises the
conditions of the hypothesis of Lemmas  and   By considering this sequence
in reverse if we collapse at ha
i
 b
i
i we can be guaranteed these conditions are still
satised for the pairs that will be collapsed later  That is by Lemma  we know
that collapsing at a
i
and b
i
does not aect the n type with a of a
j
or b
j
for any
j  i  Thus for j  i the n type with a of a
j
and b
j
will still be equal after
collapsing of ha
i
 b
i
i  The hypothesis of this lemma then will always hold for all
i  l  Now similarly by Corollary  we have A
i

n
A
i
 and by transitivity of
equivalence A


n
A  By Lemma  the construction preserves the types of the
subtrees rooted at nodes in A

  Finally the children of a in A

are exactly the b
i

and there are but l  of these 
Given a and A we will say FinitebranchingA a to denote the A

obtained by
this construction 
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    The Combined Construction
We now can establish that for every model of A
Fin
there is an nequivalent nite
tree for every n  Previously we have seen how we could use vertical collapsing
to construct nitedepth trees  In that construction given in Section   at the
i
th
stage we considered nodes at depth i where the root was at depth 
  If
a was such a node we found a maximal node b such that the subtrees rooted
at these two nodes were nequivalent  At the next stage the children of b were
considered  That there were only nitely many children followed because we were
concerned with models of A
BBn
  Now a model of A
Fin
could have nodes with
possibly innitely many children  However we can use the horizontal collapsing
construction to ensure that before we consider the next depth there will only be
nitely many nodes at that depth 
Let A be a model of A
Fin
  Again we construct a sequence of models that are
nequivalent to A ending in a nitetree  Now however we alternate between
collapsing horizontally and vertically and construct a sequence
A  A


 A



 A

 A


     A
l
 A

l

At Stage 
 we consider the root a


of A


  As a


has no siblings no horizontal
collapsing is necessary  Let b


be the maximal node dominated by a


such that
A



a


 a


 
n
A



b


 b


  As A


is a model of FinD such a node exists  Let
A

 VCA


 a


 b


 
Stage i  
By construction there will be nitely many nodes at depth i 
  in A
i
  Let
these nodes be a
hii
     a
him
i 
i
  We construct a sequence of models A
i

A
hii
   A
him
i 
i
 A

i
by letting A
hiki
 FinitebranchingA
hiki
 a
hiki
 
This means that in A

i
 all nodes at depth i 
  have nite number of children 
Now we can consider these children which are at depth i and perform vertical
collapsing as indicated in the construction in Section    That is in A

i
 the nodes
at depth i can be denoted as a
ij

  j  m
i
 for some m
i
 N  For each a
ij

  j  m
i
 we nd a maximal b
ij
such that A

i

a
ij
 a
ij
 
n
A

i

b
ij
 b
ij

as before  Let A
i
be the vertical collapse of A
i
at each of the a
ij
 b
ij
in turn 
LEMMA 
  The construction just outlined terminates in nitely many steps and
results in a nite tree that is nequivalent to A 
This follows from the equivalent arguments for the individual components of the
construction  Finally this establishes our main result that A
Fin
implies exactly
the rstorder theory of nite trees 
LEMMA   For any sentence  in L if  is consistent with A all instances of
FinB and all instances of FinD then  is satised by a nite tree 
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THEOREM   The rstorder consequences of A
Fin
are exactly the rstorder
theory of nite trees 
 CONCLUDING REMARKS
There has been a growing body of work in linguistics involving formal arguments
about the structure of trees  Our results address the foundations of this work  We
have provided a set of rstorder axioms A that capture the properties of trees that
form the basis for these arguments  We have shown though that these axioms do
not suce to dene the class of structures that are trees and that in fact no
set of rstorder sentences can do so  Nonetheless by adding the schema FinD
and either the axiom BBn for some n  N or the schema FinB to these basic
axioms we obtain a recursive set of rstorder axioms that imply exactly the rst
order theory of nite trees with bounded branching or nite trees with arbitrary
nite branching respectively  Moreover we show that adding these schemas to
A is equivalent to enhancing ones deductive mechanism with inferences based on
induction on the depth of nodes and on the number of siblings preceding nodes
coupled with inferences from the fact that every branch and every set of children
is bounded  Such inferences are typical of formal arguments about the structure
of trees  Our result then conrms that such arguments are at least in principle
capable of deriving every rstorder property of trees  This is the case even when
the inductions are applied only to properties that are expressible in our rstorder
language 
It should be noted that our structures model only the skeletons of trees  In
linguistic usage the nodes of the trees are decorated with labels and features indi
cating various categories and the roles of the nodes in the syntactic structure  As
long as these decorations can be resolved into a nite set of atomic features that
is as long as they ultimately distinguish nitely many subsets of the nodes in
the trees we can capture them as monadic secondorder predicates  As we noted
earlier in passing Doetss results Doets  actually concern rstorder axiom
atizations of monadic $


theories the universal fragment of monadic secondorder
theories  Following his approach we can expand our language to include nite
ly many monadic predicate symbols and extend our schema to include instances
for every formula in the expanded language  This does not alter our proofs  As
there are only nitely many additional predicates the number of n ktypes is only
multiplied by some nite factor which depends on n and k as well as the num
ber of predicates  These types are still characterized by individual formulae and
the proofs go through exactly as before  We have then a recursive set of axioms
that capture the monadic $


theory of nite trees that is the universal fragment
of the theory of nite trees labeled with atomic features  Furthermore deduction
from these axioms is equivalent to deduction from the basic set A enhanced with
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induction as above but applied here to every property that is expressible in the
rstorder language using nitely many monadic parameters 
It is easy to show that this theory can be embedded in SnSthe monadic
secondorder theory of multiple successor functions Rogers   In a celebrat
ed result Rabin showed that SnS is decidable Rabin   It follows that the
theories we axiomatize are also decidable 


Thus not only are all monadic $



properties of nite trees derivable from these axioms the question of whether a
given sentence expresses such a property or equivalently if a given sentence is
satised by any nite tree can be resolved algorithmically 
Thus far these results argue for the strength of these axioms in establishing
linguistic results about the structure of trees  But the fact that the theory is
embeddable in SnS also gives us an upper bound on the kinds of properties that
can be expressed within the theory and hence an upper bound on the kinds of
properties that can be derived from these axioms  It has been shown originally
by Doner 
 that the class of sets of nite trees that are denable in SnS is
exactly the class of recognizable sets  The recognizable sets are essentially the class
of sets of derivation trees that can be generated by ContextFree Grammars 

Thus
every string language that is the yield of a set of nite trees that is denable in
our language augmented with nitely many monadic secondorder parameters is
strongly ContextFree  Furthermore this bound is tight since it is easy to construct
given any CFGG a sentence  
G
in L augmented with parameters for the terminal
and nonterminal symbols of G such that consequences of A
Fin
f 
G
g are exactly
the sentences in the augmented language that are true in every tree generated by
G  Consequently there is no monadic $


property of trees

and thus no property
that can be derived from these axioms that cannot be enforced by a Context
Free Grammar and vice versa  To dene sets of trees that embody properties
that are beyond the power of CFGs or equivalently to establish results about
such properties one must either resort to extralogical mechanisms or expand the
language by including for instance nonmonadic predicates a single arbitrary
binary relation suces or by employing nonatomic labels as in Blackburn et
al  
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 
Such decidability does not follow here as it often does from the existence of a recursive
axiomatization because the theory is not complete the fact that a sentence is not in the theory
does not imply that its negation is
  
These are termed local sets Technically every recognizable set is the projection of a local set
 
In fact no monadic secondorder property of trees whatsoever
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